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Hello neighbourhood supporters, group contacts and residents, the police report follows, but please be aware of yet another scam
doing the rounds, as reported by one of our residents:- the call was received on the landline, and from a private number. The caller who
sounded Indian said that he was from a Government Dept, and asked for confirmation who he was speaking to.  
He advised that her name had gone into a draw and if qualified she would be given $6300. She would qualify as long as she hadn't been
bankrupt within the past 6 months and did not have a criminal record, he also asked what legally she would spend the money on.
He knew her address, which is in the phone book, but wouldn't say when challenged where he got the info from, reiterating that he was from a
Government Dept. Then he asked what her christian name was, at this point the resident decided to discontinue with the conversation.
Please let any vulnerable people who you know, about this type of caller.

The following report is not for publication on any social media site.

Hi all. Let's hope we get some more rain we need it.

 

Unfortunately there have been a few burglaries this week. At one burglary the older style louver
windows were removed. If you have any of these style windows it is well worth while making sure the
metal louver holders can't open – burglars love taking the louvers out.

 

I went to a tradie event at placemakers and was talking to local builders etc about keeping their tools as
safe as they could and about recording serial numbers.

 

It is well worth while recording serial numbers on valuable property. If stolen the item may turn up in
another part of the country and the only way we can identify it is by a serial number in the police
property  system.

 

A lot of people don’t have serial numbers of stolen property so there is little chance of getting it back

 

Take care out there

 

Grant Heney

Community Constable

 Incidents:

Lower Moutere Hall – Stolen was an Edifer brand sound system, wireless microphone, blankets,
whiteboard and  cups mugs and cutlery.   CCTV shows a vehicle   Silver blue Hyundai Getz  Reg 
BJD214 and offenders at the site. Enquiries continuing.

 

Thorp Street shed -  CCTV recorder stolen and cables to cameras cut.

 

Car stolen High Street – Grey Subaru Legacy  Reg  HAY998



 

Harbour Road house- louvers removed from rear window and property stacked  ready to steal. Stolen
was a hunting knife and alcohol.

 

Suspended driver apprehended – car impounded

 

6 x family harm incidents
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WARNING

The information contained in this email message is intended for the addressee only and may
contain privileged information. It may also be subject to the provisions of section 50 of the
Policing Act 2008, which creates an offence to have unlawful possession of Police property. If
you are not the intended recipient of this message or have received this message in error, you
must not peruse, use, distribute or copy this message or any of its contents.

Also note, the views expressed in this message may not necessarily reflect those of the New
Zealand Police. If you have received this message in error, please email or telephone the sender
immediately
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